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 AN ALGORITHMIC DERIVATION OF THE JORDAN CANONICAL FORM

 R. FLETCHER

 Department of Mathematics, The University, Dundee, Scotland DDI 4HN

 D. C. SORENSEN

 Mathematics and Computer Science Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439

 1. Introduction. When teaching an introductory course on linear algebra, it might be desirable

 to introduce Jordan canonical form. However, a standard derivation usually requires more
 preparation than is justified in such a course. In this note we present an algorithmic derivation of

 the Jordan canonical form. It requires no preparation other than the Schur decomposition [5] and
 the solution of linear systems. Because of this the topic can be introduced within the framework of

 an introductory course with minimal effort.

 Other elementary proofs of Jordan form have been given. Strang [7] relates a proof of Filippov
 [1], and a recent derivation has been by Galperin and Waksman [2]. The argument presented here
 is much more in the spirit of matrix factorization than either of these. It is of particular interest

 that the main result is obtained by refining the Schur decomposition to the desired form. The
 proofs are all based upon induction arguments and thus the development is close to being an
 algorithmic procedure for the transformation of the Schur decomposition into Jordan canonical
 form. The derivation given here is completely self-contained and quite simple in our estimation.

 We shall use lower case Greek letters to denote scalars, lower case Latin letters to denote

 column vectors, and upper case Latin letters to denote matrices. All matrices and vectors are

 assumed to have complex entries. We shall denote the collection of m X n complex matrices by
 the symbol Cm x n. The transpose of a matrix (vector) is denoted by T, and the conjugate transpose
 by *. The set of eigenvalues of a square matrix A is denoted by X(A).

 2. Jordan Canonical Form. Our aim is to give a simple proof of the following theorem.

 THEOREM (2. 1). Given any matrix A E C'n X there is a nonsingular matrix X E C, X n, such that

 X - 'AX = diag( J,, J2,..*, Jm )

 where each J, = X,I + E; is a square matrix of order k1, with E =( k- I ), and X E C for
 i=1,2,...,m. ?0 0?

 Our proof of this well-known result starts with a closely related matrix factorization due to
 Schur and systematically transforms this factorization into the Jordan canonical form. This is
 really a natural approach for anyone who is familiar with the techniques of numerical linear
 algebra. The Schur decomposition is fundamental to understanding the famous Q-R iterative

 technique for computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix, and it is evident that the
 Schur decomposition may be used in almost any situation which might seem to require Jordan
 form.

 R. Fletcher was born on January 29, 1939, in Huddersfield, U.K.; married with two children. MA, Cambridge
 University, 1960; Ph.D., Leeds University, 1963. Previously Lecturer at Leeds University and Principal Scientific
 Officer at AERE Harwell; now Reader in Mathematics at the University of Dundee. Research interests: numerical
 analysis, especially optimization methods and applications, and linear algebra. Leisure interests: bridge, chess,
 music, squash, swimming, hill walking, jogging.

 D. C. Sorensen received his Ph.D. from the Department of Mathematics at the University of California, San
 Diego, in 1977. He was a member of the Department of Mathematics at the University of Kentucky from 1977-1980
 and is now at Argonne National Laboratory in the Mathematics and Computer Science Division. His research
 interests are primarily in numerical methods for nonlinear optimization.
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 AN ALGORITHMIC DERIVATION OF THE JORDAN CANONICAL FORM 13

 The proof proceeds in three stages. The Schur decomposition tells us that any matrix
 B E C"' may be written in the form B = QRQ* with R upper triangular and Q unitary. The
 next step is to construct a nonsingular matrix X such that

 X'-RX= diag(R 1, R2, -.Rm)

 with each Rj being upper triangular and having its main diagonal in the form XjI. The final step is
 to show how to transform one of the triangular matrices Rj to canonical form. These main steps
 are described in detail in Lemmas (2.2), (2.8), and (2.12) given below.

 Our proof of the Schur decomposition follows the discussion in [6, p. 279] very closely but the
 idea of the proof is essentially the same as the original proof given by Schur in [5]. We include it
 here for the sake of completeness.

 LEMMA (2.2) (Schur). Let B E Ckxk be any k X k complex matrix. Then there is a unitary
 matrix Q E Ckxk and an upper triangular matrix R E Ckxk such that

 Q*BQ = R.

 The diagonal entries of R are the eigenvalues X(B) of B.

 Proof. The proof is by induction on k the order of the matrix. The result is clearly true for
 matrices of order 1. Assume the result for matrices of order k, and suppose that B E Ckc+ I xk+ 1.
 Let X be an eigenvalue of B, and let q be a corresponding eigenvector such that q*q = 1. Let
 U E Ck+ I xk be chosen so that the matrix (q U) is unitary. Then

 (*)B(q U) *Bq *BU) X z*)

 Now by the induction hypothesis, there is a unitary Q1 E Ckxk such that Q*B1Q1 = R1 with R,
 upper triangular. Put

 Q =(q U l Q

 Then Q is unitary, and

 Q*BQ = R, with R o R).

 This completes the proof. l

 It is worth noting for the sequel that there is no loss of generality in assuming these eigenvalues
 occur in a specified order on the diagonal of R.

 Our proof of Theorem (2.1) will require knowledge of the existence and uniqueness of solutions
 to the matrix equation

 A1B - BA2 = S.

 It is straightforward using the Schur decomposition Q *AjQj = R. for j = 1,2 to transform the
 above equation to an equivalent equation with upper triangular matrices R1, R2 as coefficient
 matrices in place of A1, A2. Thus the following result is completely general.

 LEMMA (2.3). Let R 1 and R2 be upper triangular matrices in Ckl xk I and Ck2xk2 respectively, and
 let S E CkI xk2. Then the matrix equation

 (2.4) R1B - BR2 = S

 has a unique solution B E CkI xk2 if and only if
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 14 R. FLETCHER AND D. C. SORENSEN [January

 Proof. The proof is a straightforward induction on kI the order of R1. Let k2 be any fixed
 positive integer. The lemma is clearly true for k, = 1. Assume it is true for upper triangular
 matrices R1 of order less than k, and consider the following partitioned form of equation (2.4):

 (2.6) ( 1 )(fl bT) (fA bT)(X2 R2 l ( 1 )
 0 R, \w B} w B} O R2} S2 S}

 Multiplying the left side of (2.6) out gives the equation

 X2I( + r w Xlb + rTB _ (fX2 Trf+ bTR2 (al / 1 )
 (2.7) A1~Rw RIB I~wX2 wrf?+ A2) S 2 S

 The induction hypothesis applied to (2.7) will allow the equations to be solved in the following
 order

 (a) (R1 - X21)w = S2

 (b) (X1-X2) =a1-rfTw

 (c) RB 2BR S= r

 (d) bT(=-ST2) =s -rT

 if and only if the matrices R1 and R2 satisfy (2.5) This completes the induction. X
 The next lemma refines the Schur decomposition to a form that is very close to the one we

 seek.

 LEMMA (2.8). Let R E C"x' be upper triangular. Then there is a nonsingular X E CnXn such
 that

 (2.9) X-'RX = diag(R,, R2,- -, Rm),

 where

 R,= XI + UL,forj = 1,2,..., m

 with each Uj strictly upper triangular, and each X. distinct.

 Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The result is clearly true when n = 1. Assume the result
 for upper triangular matrices of order less than n. Let R E Cnxn be upper triangular. The Schur
 decomposition of a general matrix can be obtained with eigenvalues in any given order. Thus, we
 may assume without loss of generality that

 R=(1 S2 R= R2

 where R1 and R2 have no eigenvalues in common, and R I = X 1I + U1 with U1 strictly upper
 triangular. Now, there is a matrix B of appropriate dimensions which satisfies

 (I B(R1 S I -B (R1 0
 t0 I 0 R2) 0 I J 0 R2)

 if and only if

 (2.10) S=R1B-BR2.

 The matrix equation (2.10) does have a unique solution B since X (RI) r X (R 2) = 0, and the
 induction hypothesis implies that R2 may be reduced to block diagonal form as in (2.9). This
 completes the proof. X
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 LEMMA (2.1 1). Let E E Ckxk be of the form

 E = ( k-l)
 0 )

 Then

 EE=T(8 Ikl,),E ,Ee,+, =ei,and(I- E)r=ae,

 where e1 is the i th coordinate vector and a = eTr.

 The proof of Lemma (2.1 1) is straightforward. The next lemma will show how to reduce the strict
 upper triangle of the block form in Lemma (2.8) to the form required by Theorem (2.1). In the
 proof of this lemma we use the notation ei to denote the ith unit vector without reference to its
 dimension. In all cases this dimension is meant to be consistent with dimensions implied in
 context by the matrix partitioning.

 LEMMA (2.12). Let U E Cnxn be a strictly upper triangular matrix. Then there is a nonsingular
 matrix X such that

 X-1Ux= J,

 where J = diag(El, E2 ... ., Em) with each Ej = ( k'), and with order (E.+,) < order(Ej)=

 kj+lforj=1,2,...,m-1.
 Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The result is clearly true for n = 1. Assume the result is

 true for strictly upper triangular matrices U of order < n, and let U E GX n be strictly upper

 triangular. Partition U = ( U . By the induction hypothesis there is a nonsingular X, such
 that

 (2.13) XA'U,X, = (x ' ? whereJ, = diag(E2, E3,..., Em)

 and where order (E1) > order (E>) for]j > 2. Then

 Partition uTXl as (uT, u2T) = uTXi consistent with the partitioning in (2.13). With the aid of
 Lemma (2.1 1) we obtain

 ( 1 -uTET uT U 1 uET ? O e s

 (2.14) 0 I O El j O T O El ?
 O O I/ O O J, O O I O O J

 If a +# 0 then the matrix on the right in (2.14) is similar to

 (2.15) (0 eLs) with E= (O El

 To see this multiply the matrix in (2.14) from the left by diag(a - 1, I, a - 'I) and from the right by
 diag( a, I, aI) to obtain (2.15). Note that the order k of E is strictly greater than the order of any
 diagonal block of J1 so that Jk-1 = 0.

 Define ST = sTJli- for i = 1, 2,.. ., k. Then
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 16 R. FLETCHER AND D. C. SORENSEN

 /j TIE' e, sT -ei+11 Is F e,sT+ I
 \O e1+iS1)12 T) z?Sl)1 < isk-1I. ( I ) ( l )(0 I ) ( l )

 Now, Sk = 0 since Jk-l = 0, and it follows that U is similar to the matrix ( ). On the other
 hand, if a = 0 in (2.14) then a simple permutation of the rows and colums of the matrix on the

 right of (2.14) shows that U is similar to

 E1 0 0

 O O ST.

 0 0 il

 By the induction hypothesis there is a nonsingular X2 such that

 X2 ( 0 aj) X2 =J2,

 Thus, U is similar to the matrix E l ), where J2 has the desired block diagonal form. Now a

 simple (block) permutation of the rows and columns will bring this matrix to the proper form.
 This completes the induction. U

 Theorem (2.1) follows readily from these results. The Schur decomposition shows that a given

 square matrix is similar to an upper triangular matrix. Lemma (2.8) implies that this triangular

 matrix is similar to a block upper triangular matrix of the form (2.9). Lemma (2.12) implies that
 each triangular block is similar to a matrix of the form in Theorem (2.1) because for each diagonal

 block Ri there is a nonsingular Xi such that

 X,-'(X,I + Uj Xi = XjI + diag(E, , E2,.. Em )

 3. Conclusions. The derivation given here is very algorithmic in nature. However, we do not
 wish to leave the impression that this is a sound numerical computation in any sense. Actual

 computation of the Jordan canonical form is a formidable task and the reader interested in this

 computation is referred to [3] for an extensive study of the numerical problem and to [4] for a

 computer program. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the only nonconstructive step in this
 proof occurs in obtaining the Schur decomposition. For this reason we feel this discussion would
 fit well in a course concerned with applications or algorithms.

 Work supported in part by the Applied Mathematical Sciences Research Program (KC-04-02) of the Office of

 Energy Research of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38. Part of this work was done

 while the authors were at the University of Kentucky.
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